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CARGO EAST. Gazing into Freedom: Taiwan Contemporary Art Exhibition (Republic of China) 
 
Opening ceremony: Friday, 06th September at 8 p.m. 
 
Press Conference: Tuesday, 03rd September at 11 a.m. 
 
Expert guide: Saturday, 07th September at 12 noon, Galleries  
Guide through the exibition: Mr. CHANG Cheng-Lin, curator, and artists  
 
 
Curators: Cheng-Lin Chang, Sanja Kojić Mladenov and Svetlana Mladenov     

Collaborators: Museum of Contemporary Art Vojvodina, Centre culturel de Taïwan à Paris, Mr.CHEN Chih-
Cheng, director; National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Taichung, Mr.HUANG Tsai-Lang, director  
 
Artists: GUO Jen-Chang, WU Tien-Chang, WALIS Labai, HOU Chun-Ming, CHANG Nai-Wen, PENG 
Hsien-Hsiang, SHEN Chao-Liang, YAO Ruei-Chung, YEH Yi-Li, SU Hu-Yu, TSENG Yu-Chin, CHEN Agi, 
CHANG Keng-Hau, LIU Wen-Hsuan, WU Chi-Tsung 
 
 
Project duration: 6th September  – 27th October 2013 
 
Exibition will open:  
 
Mr Slaviša Grujić, Vise President of Government of  Autonomus Province of Vojvodina and Secretary of 

Culture and media of AP Vojvodina 
 
Speakers at the opening are Ms. Sanja Kojić Mladenov, director of MOCAV, Mr HUANG Tsai-Lang, 
director of National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts in Taichung and Mrs. Marietta KAO LIAO Representative 
of Taipei Representative Office in Hungary, curators Mr. CHANG Chen-Lin and Mrs. Svetlana Mladenov, 
in presence of artists.  
 

Supported by: Provincial Secretariat for Culture and Media of AP Vojvodina, Ministry of Culture 
Republic of China (Taiwan) 

 
Museum of Contemporary Art Vojvodina, Novi Sad, Dunavska 37   
Working time: Tuesday–Friday 10 a.m. – 6 p.m, Saturday – Sunday 10 a.m. – 2 p.m. 
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Cargo East is among the very rare international collaborative inter-museum projects in which Serbia has 

taken part, initiated by contacts between Taiwan’s cultural center in Paris (Centre culturel de Taïwan à 

Paris), the National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts in Taichung and the Museum of Contemporary Art 

Vojvodina in Novi Sad, with the involvement of associates from Taipei and Belgrade. Engaged in the 

promotion and presentation of artistic practice of Taiwan artists in Serbia and Serbian current art scene in 

Taiwan (Republic of China). 

 

"A central place within the project has been given to authors who, in their works of art, through contemporary 

media language, explore different contexts of their social environment and the specificities of cultures in 

which they create, with an active critical approach towards their own history and tradition. This is also 

confirmed by the works of fifteen Taiwanese artists gathered for the Gazing Into Freedom: Taiwan 

Contemporary Art Exhibition, presented as part of the Cargo East project at the Museum of Contemporary 

Art Vojvodina in Novi Sad. The selection of authors and the characteristics of presented works, along with a 

strong orientation towards the specifics of local context in the choice of themes and motifs, as well as the 

use of materials and media, point to a very diverse and productive art scene of Taiwan, which with its 

universally comprehensible language is becoming increasingly present in the international cultural space, 

and for good reason." (Sanja Kojić Mladenov in the introductory text) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Cargo East – The Strategy of Communication_ Sanja Kojić Mladenov/ Director 

(excerpt from the text) 

 

Cargo East is among the very rare international collaborative inter-museum projects in which Serbia has 

taken part, initiated by contacts between Taiwan’s cultural center in Paris (Centre culturel de Taïwan à 

Paris), the National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts in Taichung and the Museum of Contemporary Art 

Vojvodina in Novi Sad, with the involvement of associates from Taipei and Belgrade. This significant project 

began by establishing communication between professional colleagues from two continents: Taiwan (Tsai-

Lang Huang), France (Chih-Cheng Chen) and Serbia (Igor Antić, Svetlana Mladenov and Sanja Kojić 

Mladenov). The project aims to achieve a mutual exchange of innovative artistic practices between Taiwan - 

Republic of China and Serbia, their representative promotion and presentation, establish a dialogue between 

artists, curators and cultural institutions, as well as promote direct contact with other cultures, through the 

language of contemporary art. 

 

A central place within the project has been given to authors who, in their works of art, through contemporary 

media language, explore different contexts of their social environment and the specificities of cultures in 

which they create, with an active critical approach towards their own history and tradition. This is also 

confirmed by the works of fifteen Taiwanese artists gathered for the Gazing Into Freedom: Taiwan 

Contemporary Art Exhibition, presented as part of the Cargo East project at the Museum of Contemporary 

Art Vojvodina in Novi Sad. The selection of authors and the characteristics of presented works, along with a 

strong orientation towards the specifics of local context in the choice of themes and motifs, as well as the 

use of materials and media, point to a very diverse and productive art scene of Taiwan, which with its 

universally comprehensible language is becoming increasingly present in the international cultural space, 

and for good reason. 

 

The establishing of relations between the artistic practice of these two regions facilitated by the Cargo East 

project, other than being a rarity, almost a curiosity, also raises a number of questions on the possible 

similarities and differences between these geographically distant countries. The dialogue between the two 

artistic practices, one of which is located in Eastern Europe and the other in East Asia, has served as the 

basis for a common concept and as an incentive for the analysis of the importance of geographic location 

and its specificity for the development of contemporary artistic practice. 

 

Through a mutual successful collaboration during the preparation of this project we recognized many 

similarities and points of connection between Taichung and Novi Sad, among which the key ones are - the 

promotion of creativity, culture and multi-nationality. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Whirling Ocean, Beautiful Island_CHANG Cheng- Li /Curator 

(excerpt from the text) 

 

 

…On the other end of modern experience of art, dialogue has always played a key role. In the past, 

during the colonial era, the so-called “dialogue” between cultures was inevitably blocked by colors of the 

hierarchy of power. However, after WWII, the situation has obviously changed gradually. To date, intentional 

fair interaction has become mainstream, becoming the practical starting point for many international 

curatorial projects. The interactions that have arisen in a global scope, just like Dutch scholar Kitty Zijlmans 

described, are in fact continuously rewriting, expanding, and complicating artistic concepts.
1
 Today, the 

meanings of different texts have been constantly heterogenized; in other words, communication of the 

meaning of work and the realization of visual symbols should not be predetermined as one smooth 

continuous surface; we can only avoid falling into the trap of spectacularization when they are established on 

a reflective referential framework.  

 With this rare opportunity, in order to deepen the interaction between Taiwan and Serbia, I will 

attempt to construct the overall image using two interrelated conceptual scopes in this exhibition, and use 

this as the basis for my selection of artists and works. First, I use the “fusion of horizons” concept in modern 

hermeneutics; then I will touch upon the dialectics regarding the relationship between subject or art and 

historical context. Hans-George Gadamer believes that heterogenized historical experience gives different 

subjects the fundamentals and potential to understand and interpret; it is because people have different 

“horizons”, so there is the need for us to understand one another in order to become a more complete 

subject. An isolated and closed mindset will lead to difficulty in constructing real subjectivity, and this is the 

very meaning of Gadamer’s idea of “fusion of horizons”. By adopting this point of view in the planning of this 

international art exhibition, the dialogues between the two countries’ contemporary arts will provide us richer 

cultural experience/landscape, allowing our respective subjectivities in art to become more complete, 

substantial, and open. As for the development of contemporary art research, conducting meaningful 

interaction between intercultural art subjects through media, including discourse, display, and activity, has 

become one of the issues that intrigued art professionals in different regions. In this sense, this exhibition will 

become more valuable in the long run.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
1
 Kitty Zijlmans（ 2008） . "The Discourse on Contemporary Art and the Globalization of the Art System," in 

Kitty Zijlmans and Wilfried van Damme (eds.), World Art Studies: Exploring Concepts and Approaches. 
Amsterdam: Valiz, pp.135-149. 
 



 

 

A Personal Perspective_Svetlana Mladenov/ Curator 
 
(excerpt from the text) 

 
 The vastness and dispersion of the contemporary international art scene, its dynamism and 

“ephemerality” often create confusion, which hampers its comprehension, as well as the observation of 

vitalistic artistic discourses and recognition of the most creative impulses in the apparent “chaos” and 

multitude of individual poetics. Regardless of this intricate and complex artistic situation, international 

performances by Taiwanese artists have been noted in recent years, their production distinguishing itself 

through fresh ideas and innovative implementation. The exhibition entitled Gazing Into Freedom: Taiwan 

Contemporary Art Exhibition, which will premiere in Novi Sad (Serbia), represents yet another contribution to 

the international promotion of Taiwanese contemporary art. 

 

 …By intersecting the traditional with contemporary artistic language, and developing a productive, 

critical dialogue between them, artists from Taiwan have established high aesthetic standards and shaped 

the profile of their international artistic discourse. Freely moving through the field of art, experimenting with 

different materials and techniques, encouraging dialogue between classic disciplines and new media art 

practice, mastering new technologies, they developed a responsible and critical attitude towards reality, 

emphasizing problems and specific phenomena, first in their own society, and then within the dynamic space 

of the macro-community. 

 

Awareness of the importance of positioning one’s own artistic potential within the global cultural space and 

its current art production is very present and clear, not only among Taiwanese artists, but among Taiwanese 

theoreticians, critics, managers, patrons and philanthropists, as well as in museums and galleries. Actively 

working on the same task, together they managed to accomplish for the Taiwanese scene to be a 

recognized and indispensable point on the global map of current art events at the present time. 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 
Artists & Statements: 
 

 

 GUO Jen-Chang  

'95-'96 Chronicles: 
President & Vice 
President, 1995, Acrylic 
on canvas, 200x390 cm 

 

 

 

 WU Tien-Chang  

The Blind Men and the 
Street, 2008, New media 
art, 239x478x3 cm  

 

 

 WALIS Labai      

Invisible Project-
Invisible People series, 
2006, Digital print, grating 
plates, (150x86x0.5 
cm)x4 pieces 

 

 

 HOU Chun-Ming  

Eight Gods Cross Over 
the Sea, 2008, oil color 
on wooden block, 
(700x210 cm)x14 pieces 

 

 



 

 CHEN Agi   

Circle Island, 2012, 
Digital graphic, Laser 
photo, Diasec, 420x160 
cm   

 

 

 PENG Hsien-Hsiang   

Tong- Por Tay, 1996, 
mixed media, 214x183.5 
cm  

 

 

 CHANG Nai-Wen  

AVIDYA(Garbage Can), 
2005-2007, Bronze, 
Stainless Steel, 
110x110x130 cm 

 

 

 

 

 WU Chi-Tsung 

Wrinkled Texture 002, 
2012,  photograph, 
cyanotype, paper, 
232x110 cm  

 

 

 



 

 YEH Yi-Li  

Kuso-Kuso-Rainbow 
Fairies, 2007, Single 
channel video, 18 min 47 
seconds 

 

 

 SHEN Chao-Liang  

STAGE, 2008-2011, 
Lightjet, Print, 
(18x143cm)x7 kom            
(93x168cm)x1 kom 

 

 

 

 

 TSENG Yu-Chin  

Shivering Wall, 2011-
2012, Video Installation, 
Four channel projection 

 

 



 

 SU Hui-Yu   

The Upcoming Show, 
2012, Video Installation, 
Single-channel video, 18 
min, HD video MOV H. 
264 (1920x1080 cm)  

 

 

 YAO Ruei-Chung 

Long March Shifted the 
Universe, 2002, new 
media art, (60.0x445.0 
cm)x10 pieces 

 

 

 

 

 

 CHANG Keng-Hau 

Pet 2, 2004, mixed media, 
acrylic, birdcage, fabric, 
lamp, 310x 310x 80 cm, 
36 cm diameter, 96 cm 
(tall), total 7 birdcages, 
material: bamboo  

 

 

 LIU Wen-Hsuan 

 

I am Mia Liu, 2008, 
mixed media, drawing 
installation,( H)147x 
(W)147x (D)6 

 

 
 



GUO Jen-Chang 

'95-'96 Chronicles: President & Vice President, 1995, Acrylic on canvas, 200x390 cm 

In 1995, the people of the Republic of China elected their president for the first time in history. The historical 
event greatly impacted the people, and changed the social milieu. Guo Jen-Chang recorded his observations 
of the society at the time in his work “’95-’96 Chronicles”, which is highly sarcastic… 
 
 
WU Tien-Chang  
The Blind Men and the Street, 2008, New media art, 239x478x3 cm  

…This painting is a metaphor of how people blindly cooperate. It also embodies the sarcastic spirit of a 
Chinese idiom—“Getting together a group of blind people cannot get you a person with great vision.”  

 
WALIS Labai    

 Invisible Project-Invisible People series, 2006, Digital print, grating plates, (150x86x0.5 cm)x4 pieces 

…In “Invisible Project—Invisible People Series”, I used computer graphic technology to skillfully eliminate 
real people from the scenes, creating an inharmonic effect in the film where shadows dialogue with space. A 
cultural autonomic space where no one takes charge is put on powerful display. What a pity it is. 
 
 
HOU Chun-Ming 
Eight Gods Cross Over the Sea, 2008, oil color on wooden block, (700x210 cm)x14 pieces 

…One can be homosexual as well as heterosexual. One can be a seeker for divine experience as well a 
bawdy erotomania. One can be a tough and strong father as well as a vulnerable and protection-needed 
child. Regardless of being called Hoster, Hou of Liu-chiao Township, Transfigure Prince, Mido’s Father, or A-
ming Brother in the future world, they all individually and yet simultaneously exist in my life and become parts 
of my personality. Through creation, I integrate all those inner parts into a more complete self. . 

 

CHEN Agi   

Circle Island, 2012, Digital graphic, Laser photo, Diasec, 420x160 cm   

“Circle Island” is a collective visual memory database. Every citizen of the island are tuck away deep down 
within our memory, characters with fabricated colors… Within this piece of work, I am also looking to explore 
group psychological movements during the delivery of information, because this represents the method and 
path which information are delivered in the era of Internet media, and also meant Internet provided a 
cooperative and open platform for collaborative work. 

 

PENG Hsien-Hsiang 

Tong- Por Tay, 1996, mixed media, 214x183.5 cm  

“Tong-PorTay” is the female ancestor of Chinese immigrants, but I tried to add to it my own interpretation on 
Hakka women. Traditionally, these ladies took care of everything inside and outside their homes. They 
worked a lot more compared to women of other ethnic groups. That is why Hakka women never bounded 
their feet, allowing them to be more independent and mobile…  
The core of the Hakka society was actually woven by the toughness and mother nature of Hakka women; 
their image as the Mother Nature is what I want to showcase in “Tong-PorTay”.  

 
CHANG Nai-Wen  

AVIDYA(Garbage Can), 2005-2007, Bronze, Stainless Steel, 110x110x130 cm 

…The statue of Buddha's head to be a garbage can is involve in the thinking of the real existence of Buddha. 
The viewers are compelled to faces that a combination of holiness and foulness. The votaries will 
comprehend when throwing trash into this Buddha's head that the Buddha's existence condition be 
transferred from the desire signified to a concrete survivor in consciousness. 
 
 



 
WU Chi-Tsung 
Wrinkled Texture 002, 2012,  photograph, cyanotype, paper, 232x110 cm  

The photographic series " Wrinkled-Texture " reinterprets the texturing methods (cun-fa) of traditional 
Chinese landscape painting (Shan shui).. Works in the series "Wrinkled-Texture" is similar to a photogram, 
but the object photographed is the paper itself and the outcomes of chance.   It is an attempt to blend 
shanshui imagery of traditional painting with photography, conceptual art, and performance. 

 

YEH Yi-Li  
Kuso-Kuso-Rainbow Fairies, 2007, Single channel video, 18 min 47 seconds 

I often adopt the pop culture as inspiration of my creation without seemingly serious discussion and 
definition.  It is an approach that is purely interesting and shallow. Whatever is interesting and yet shallow is 
the most dominant quality of pop culture at this point.  The vainer it is, the more meaning it has behind.  I 
deconstruct logic and create new values in such nonsense environment. 

 

SHEN Chao-Liang 
STAGE, 2008-2011, lightjet, print, (18x143cm)x7 kom, (93x168cm)x1 kom  
 
 
Performing groups in the form of cabarets, song and dance ensembles have been active in Taiwan since the 
1970s, making regular appearances in all sorts of occasions--from weddings, festivities, and even funerals. 
Their performances are often required in remote places, where makeshift stages are assembled prior to the 
show, and disassembled when it's time to ring the curtain down. Around 1993, these groups started to 
employ stage trucks, the subject of this photo series, both as form of transportation for the crew to travel 
from job to job, and upon arriving at their performing sites, as makeshift show stages. Once parked, these 
trucks can be converted, much like a transformer robot, into complete stages featuring psychedelic LED 
lights and thundering speakers. Making their appearances around the island together with the performing 
groups, the stage trucks, estimated at over 800 in total, have become part of the collective memories of the 
Taiwanese people. 

 
 
TSENG Yu-Chin  

Shivering Wall, 2011-2012, Video Installation, Four channel projection 

This is the beginning of a story. I sense my existence. Am I the only person awake?This sentence downed 
on me in a chaotic nightclub. After I received an emergency call. The young boy on the other end of the line: 
“Help~help me…” His voice was then immediately replaced by loud noises. Where are you, I will go over 
right away so don’t go anywhere. So I went to a place where I had the saddest experience, a nightclub that I 
didn’t ever want to go near. I bought the ticket and entered the club. The noise immediately impacted me. 
The floor vibrated violently, and the numbness spread from my feet to my legs, and to my stomach. I felt only 
hunger, the hunger at night. I wanted to leave, for I started to lose control of the shivering.  

 
SU Hui-Yu   
The Upcoming Show, 2012, Video Installation, Single-channel video, 18 min, HD video MOV H. 264 
(1920x1080 cm)  

Up until the end of the 1980s, Taiwan had only three television stations, and all were operated by the 
government. And unlike today, television stations did not broadcast programs around the clock, but rather 
would display a colorful test card at night. Still a child at the time, I associated these mysterious patterns not 
only with the end of the television day, but also with the end of my day. That was an era when everything, 
including both time and space, was closely controlled by the government, and information traveled more 
slowly.  
The Upcoming Show is a fictional television program that might have mysteriously aired sometime in the 
middle of the night after programming had officially ended. 
 
 



 
 
 

YAO Ruei-Chung 

Long March Shifted the Universe, 2002, new media art, (60.0x445.0 cm)x10 pieces 

Summer of 2002, I was invited to the large exhibition “Long March—A Walking Display” by Chairman Lu Jie 
of “Long March Foundation” and curator QiuZhijie. We revisited the 25,000 km long journey taken by 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) as it was pursued around by Kuomintang (KMT). CCP named this long 
journey the “Long March”… 
We went on the long and difficult journey, experiencing the history of the war between the two parties. I 
conducted onsite surveys at these places and decided the angles of my photographs. I took the pictures as I 
stood on my head (I had practiced quite a while when I was still in Taipei). Upon my return to Taiwan, I 
enlarged these pictures into large black and white photographs. I placed these photos upside-down, creating 
a series of weird pictures. Of course, like most Taiwanese young people, I know little about this ancient 
history and have no interest in it. However, what really intrigues me is whether it is possible to reverse 
history; in addition to the kind of imagination that the universe can be shifted as depicted in Don Quixote or 
Chinese martial art novels, the reason for me to explore the absurdity in the history between China and 
Taiwan through art is not to explain the history or stir up conflicts between parties of different ideologies; 
what I really want to do is to highlight that certain kind of hidden absurdity, which is out of the control of 
human conscious, through the dark events and ridiculous behaviors. 
 
CHANG Keng-Hau 
Pet 2, 2004, mixed media, acrylic, birdcage, fabric, lamp, 310x 310x 80 cm, 36 cm diameter, 96 cm (tall), 
total 7 birdcages, material: bamboo  

Like a crystal chandelier hanging over a great hall, this work features a cage hung from a chandelier hook. 
Inside the cage is a doll’s head with deformed ears and closed eyes. The doll is lying comfortably, and 
seems to be sleeping in tranquility. However, in her dream, she continues to walk around, and her dream 
lingers on. Calmness cannot be observed from her sleeping face, and on the soft pillow, she frequently 
quivers.  

 

LIU Wen-Hsuan 

I am Mia Liu, 2008, mixed media, drawing installation,( H)147x (W)147x (D)6 

“I am Mia Liu” is inspired by my own experience selling tickets at Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New 
York. I met tourists from all over the world everyday, and every one spoke English with various accents. 
Sometimes we needed to use hand gestures to communicate. For eighteen dollars, the ticket seemed to be 
the pass to the sacred shrine of art, and I often wondered why did they come? What were their views on art? 
On another hand, as an artist, I dreamed that one day my work would be exhibited at Guggenheim.’ Out of 
blue, the idea of using ticket as the vehicle of creativity emerged. Through this medium, drawing became 

images with different perspectives, creating diverse visual effects. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Contact:  
 
 
Sanja Kojić Mladenov 
Director  
+381.66 6505514 / sanja.kojic@msuv.org  
 
Svetlana Mladenov 
Curator  
+381.63.249319 / svetlana.mladenov@msuv.org  

------------------------------------------------------------ 

Sava Stefanović 
Press and Public Relations 
M: +381 63 321 974  sava.stefanovic@msuv.org  
-------- 
 
Danijela Halda 
Press and Public Relations 
+381.63 893 5217 / danijela@msuv.org 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Museum of Contemporary Art Vojvodina  
Dunavska 37, Novi Sad 
T/F: +381-21-6613526 
E: info@msuv.org 
W: www.msuv.org 
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